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Sentry Vision®

Video Management System
Managing all recordings
in a single application

Sentry Vision as part of Seamless Journey Platform®

Sentry Vision® is a video management system that enables businesses to capture, record, store, retrieve, 
view, and analyse collected images from their surveillance cameras. This software centralises, manages, 
processes, and controls the recordings from multiple surveillance (CCTV) and periscope cameras in a 
single system.

It provides a single interface to monitor all the Seamless Journey ecosystem cameras and provides a high 
level of security, with the goal to investigate threats and risks, while enabling agents to stay alert for 
suspicious activity.

This system is highly scalable: it enables support of the touchpoints’ cameras spread across multiple sites 
into a single application.

Security is the core of this solution, which allows the monitoring of live records and reviewing of camera 
footage. This is an essential tool in the context of airport use cases and border control to be able to review 
any incident at a touchpoint or to audit any access granted or denied by the system.

Sentry Vision® is compliant with highly regulated environments, it assists in cases of investigations, audits 
and legal or claims issues by establishing automatic retention policies and storing surveillance video for 
designated periods of time.

In a border control or travel environment where eGates process passenger identification and the Inspector 
software is the tool that monitors these traveller self-service processes, Sentry Vision® is the additional potential 
to manage all footage that has been stored for audits, investigations or any other incident. 
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Main features

Export: Export video from one or multiple 
Cameras, in different video format and in 
password protected files

Manage: Configure sites and cameras in 
folders, define e-maps of cameras and 
user permissions

Playback: Synchronized Playback of 
multiple Cameras and video control: 
Play, Pause, fast forward and fast rewind

Record: Continuous or event driven 
recording of footage for a configurable 
retention period

Live: View footage from multiple sites with 
up to 64 panels per screen. Spread views 
through multiple screen and layouts
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